
The Best Last-Minute Stocking Stuffers for Holiday Gifting
Have you made your list and checked it twice?
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We love these products, and we hope you do too. E! has affiliate relationships, so we may get a small share of the revenue from some of

your purchases. Items are sold by the retailer, not E!.

It's a race against the clock!

With little over a week until Christmas, we're all scratching our heads as to what (and when) to buy those last few gifts for our loved

ones.

Ditch the novelty socks and fill their stocking with something they'll truly love. From decadent skincare and funky accessories, to

health and wellness essentials and tiny treats, they'll never know you bought it only a couple of days ago!

READ
Christmas Gifts Under $50 That They’ll Really Love

In Essence Sleep Bauble

Sweet dreams are made of this…the ultimate thoughtful stocking stuffer. Filled with an In Essence Sleep roll-on blended

with Lavender, Mandarin, Roman Chamomile and Valerian, they'll never have a better slumber after using this.
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NARS Lips Uncensored Lipstick Set

What's better than one NARS lipstick? Why, three of course! In the creamy, nourishing formula you know and love, this trio

of delights features a peachy pink, rich rose and true nude to complete their lip wardrobe. It comes housed in a glitzy gold

pouch, perfect for nights out. 

$79 Mecca

Koala Eco Lemon Scented Eucalyptus & Rosemary Gift Collection

 Everyone's hands could do with a little pampering after this year (hello hand sanitizer!), so why not give them something

fresh and natural? Delightfully presented in a native flora print box, they'll be reminded of your thoughtfulness everyday

while washing their hands!

$41.90 Koala Eco

Jackie Mack Designs Desert Hoops

 Really deck their halls with a pair of dazzling hoops that are party-ready for the season ahead. 18k gold plated and safe for

sensitive skin, these are show-stoppers that will elevate any outfit from desk to dinner, and everywhere in-between.


